Legacy Leader Supporters

These Women’s Legacy Fund Legacy Leaders have donated $1,000 or more to the Women’s Legacy Fund endowment. An * before a name indicates ongoing support as a “Sustaining Legacy Leader” with a minimum donation of $250 or more made between August 1, 2019 and July 31, 2020.

**Marquis $50,000 - $99,999**

_Catherine Baker_
_Lyn Baker_
*_Sharon Beko in honor of her granddaughters Amanda Humphrey and Zoe Stanley_
*_Barbara Bell_
_William C. & Shirley Bianchi in memory of Martha Mendoza Johnston_
_Linda J. Booker Family Trust_
_Bonnie & Mac Brinton in honor of our daughter Nikki Brinton Jakins_
_Wendy Brown_
*_Nancy Bruno in memory of Antonina Meli_
_Karen Burish in memory of Rosella Burish_
_Barbie Butz_
_Patricia W. Cairns_
_Stacy Cannon in memory of Martha K. Smith_
_Vicki Carroll in memory of Anna Paiarola_
_Mary Alice Chisholm in honor of Julia O’Grady Pollard_
*_Carlyn Christianson in memory of Marjorie Blaha_
*_Lucia Vanderheyden Cleveland_
_Barbara Clutter & Betty Hesters_
_Wendy Cohen in honor of my daughters Megan, Hannah & Natalie_
_Claudia Collier in memory of Harold & Jeanne Collier_
_Carol Conway_
*_Donna & Julian Crocker in honor of our daughters Kelly & Karen, and in memory of our mothers Mary & Mary Alene_
_Frances W. Davidson in memory of Ethel Simmons_
_Virginia deLaval_
_Alison & John Denlinger in memory of Aldena Madruga Silva_
*_Nancy & Christina DePue_

**Diamond Circle $10,000 - $24,999**

_Katcho Achadjian_
_Libbie Agran_
_Lyn Baker_
_Sharon Beko_
_Barbara Bell_
_Nancy Bruno_
_Christine Cary & Joel McCormick_
_Marty Claus_
_Grace Crittenden_
_Nella Girolo_
_Emily & Dene Hurlbert_
_iii Design_
_Kristin Inman_
_Carol Kiessig_
_Karen Kolba_
_Lisa Kilburn Maino_
_Noreen Martin_
_Coleen Mattison_
_Pacific Gas & Electric_
_Susan Polk_
_Linda Rawlings_
_Linda & Barney Reitner_
_Ritter Family Women_
_Ann Robinson_
_Jane Sinton_
_Verdin_
_Tricia Volk_
_Janice Fong Wolf_

**Founding 100 Legacy Leaders**

_*AAUW – San Luis Obispo County Branches AAUW of San Luis Obispo in support of women and girls_
_*Anonymous (4)_
_Georgie & Dave Arnold in memory of Chlora Mary Rust_
Legacy Leader Supporters

Pamela Dunlap in memory of Mary Fitch
*Sandy & John Dunn in honor of our granddaughters: Olivia & Sophia
Taylor and Jayme & Maya Dunn
Denise Uhles el-Effendi
*Valerie Endres
*Kathy T. & Bud Evans
Karen Flagg
Vanessa & Warren Fujimoto in honor of our daughters Colette & Wendi
Fujimoto & Stephenie Bivens
Beverly & Bryan Gingg
Patricia Gomez
In memory of Eleanor Bell Gottesman
Christina Hatch
Brenda Hock
Lisa A. Hogarty, Attorney at Law
Elizabeth Lamont Johnson in memory of Frances & Barstow Johnson
Gail Johnson
Grigger Jones in honor of my wife Alice I.
Jones & daughters Carolyn A. Jones & Nancy S. Jones
Anne Keller in honor of Gene Keller & in memory of Milton Lampe
*Lisa Kilburn in honor of Wendy Brown,
Edie Kahn & Lucinda Borchard
*Dee Lacey in honor of my granddaughters Molly & Katie Lacey & in memory of Mary Schwartz
Liz Lee Sportswear
Linda Lewis
Noreen Martin
Liz Maruska in memory of her godmother
Coleen Mattison
*Diane & Pat McKeague
*Linda Powell-McMillan
Carol & Leo Michaud
In memory of Vivien C. Milburn
Mission Community Bank
*Diane Moroski
North County Women’s Power Luncheon
*Dr. Susan Opava
Pacific Gas & Electric
Nanci Lynn Parker in honor of Royce Eldridge Parker
*Barbara Partridge
Mike & DD Patrick in honor of their daughters Allison, Michelle & Elise,
and in memory of Elaine Sloane & Pearl Patrick
Peggy Peterson
M. Ida Pruneda in memory of Donald W. Haynes
Leigh Ramirez
*Linda & Barney Reitner
Kate Riggins
Michel Cam & Ann Robb
*Ann Robinson
*Dr. Marie E. Rosenwasser in memory of Diane Epstein and my sister Janice Hatfield
Rotary Club of Arroyo Grande
*Celeste Royer
Betty Schetzer
*Anne Sinsheimer
Carol Sinsheimer
*Jane Sinton
Jim & Norma Sinton
Julie Sinton
Steve Sinton in honor of Norma Sinton
*Elizabeth “Biz” Steinberg in memory of my Mom, Dolores Hoff and my grandmother, Maybelle Severson
Barbara & Alan Stevens
*Pat & Steve Stevens
Toni Sullivan
Liz Wagner Summer in memory of my mom, Marie Wagner
Mary L. Talbot
*Johnine Talley
Paula Topley in memory of Goldie Bensilhe
Su Tsao
Natalie Wall, Esq.
Susan & Helen Waterbury in memory of Brian Waterbury
Cindy Wittstrom
Cindy Wittstrom in memory of Grace E. Wittstrom
Loretta Wofford in honor of my mother, sister, daughter, daughter-in-law, granddaughters, great
granddaughters and those women who will follow
*Janice Fong Wolf
The Women Lawyers Association of San Luis Obispo County

Legacy Leaders
Anonymous (4)
Pam Ables in memory of Shirley Becker
Cindy Marie Absey in honor of Betty Lou Absey
Katcho Achadjian in honor of wife Araxie & daughter Nyri
*Jean Adams
Jennifer Adams & Donna Jones in memory of Janice K. Hemenway-Moore
Libbie Agran
Jennifer Alderman
*Liz Alfien
*Jill Anderson & Steven Jobst
Elizabeth Apfelberg
Elaine Archer
Sharon Armstrong
*Virginia Austin
*Elie Axelroth
Mary Baiamonte
Christina & Phil Bailey in honor of Jennifer Bailey
& in memory of Colette Granger
Carly Fitzsimons Baker
Carol and Warren Baker
*Judy Barclay in memory of Regina Miller & Eleanor Barclay, our mothers
Erica Barclay Schuetze
Stephanie Barclay
Janet Beaton
Linda R. Beck in memory of Jean Beck
Katrin Belenky in honor of my mother Selma Belenky, my grandmother Rose Burusasser, and my granddaughter Sara Schanzer
Elizabeth “Bett” Bell
Erika Bell in honor of Niema Prevots-Wallen
Nanci Bell
*Dianne Berner-Conner in memory of Dr. Robert Berner
*Mary Bettencourt in honor of my mother, Lillian E. Gremer
Tooti Bevill

Mrs. Penny H. Woods
Hilda Zacarias & family in memory of Jacob Zacarias

*Jerry Boots
Shannon Bond in honor of Kaitlin Bond
*Lucinda Borchard in honor of Willadean Borchard
*Jennifer Bosserman
Barbara Boud
*Toni Bouman
Deborah Bowers
*Margaret R. Bowman-Kelley in memory of her mother, Marjory Askwith Bowman, & grandmothers, Margaret Long Askwith & Ruth Martin Bowman
Sandra Boxer
Kathleen Brackeen
*Jan Bradley
*Mary Brooner
*Colleen Marlow Buchanan
*Jeff & Joan Buckingham
Shannon Butz
Anita Bylsma
Roxanne Carr
Jeri Carroll
*Rachel Carscaden
*Christine Cary & Joel McCormick
Susan Chandler
Linda Chipping
Central Coast Roller Derby
*Central Coast Women’s League
Central Coast Women’s Tennis League
Nara Clark
*Marty Claus in memory of my mother, Virginia Freudengerber Claus, & my grandmother, Daisy Briscoe Freudengerber
Heather Clopton Cochrane in honor of Angela Tolbert Clopton
Joan Collier in memory of my mother, Margaret Collier and mother-in-law, Jean Beck
*Debra Collins – Del Monte Café
Legacy Leader Supporters

*Gail Congdon
Pam Copeland
Sandy Copeland
Kathy & Joseph Cortez
Kathy Coull in memory of Tom Coull
*Maggie Cox in honor of Marge Henderson
Grace Crittenden
Raynee Daley
Jean DeCosta in honor of my mother, Mary
A. Gray
*Diane Dekker Clausen
Pam Derby
Susan Dressler
Rachel Dumas Rey in honor of Sally Dumas
and in memory of Nancy Heffner
Economics of Being a Woman
Nicki Edwards
Jeanette Efird
*Mary Kay Eltzroth
Empowering Financial Solutions
Kathleen Enz Finken
*Grenda & Bill Ernst in memory of Sarah
Gronstrand and Catherine Ernst
Marge Ernst in memory of my mother Pearl
King
Jane Faber
Nancy Fairchild in memory of Eleanor Dunn
Bluma Felix
*LeeAnne Fisher
Nancy Fiske
Laura Fledderman
*Raye Fleming in memory of Debbie
Franzman
*Bernice Flood
Carmen Fojo
*Candace & Bert Forbes
*Francia Foss in memory of Mary Insalata
John Fowler
Mary M. Fox in memory Frances Fox
Cyndi Framme
Phyllis & Robert Frank
Jacqueline Frederick - Frederick Law Firm, in
memory of Stacey Frederick
Ann Freeman Endowment Fund
*Suzanne Fritz
Charles & Jennifer Fulbeck
Patt J. Fuller
*In memory of Gaye L.Galvan
Jim & Elaine Gardiner
*Michelle Gaudette
Marian Gautier in memory of her three
sisters-in-law, Yvonne and Lavonne
Martin and Mickey Gautier
*Barbara H. George
Jane Harker-Gersten
Kathleen McAdams Gilchrist
Amy Gilman
*Nella Girolo
Melissa Jenna Godsey
Marylou Gooden
Whitney Gordon
Elizabeth Scott-Graham in honor of my
daughter Laura Kate Webre
*Nancy Grant
*Koene Graves in memory of John &
Jason Graves and Aileen Rasanen
Gini Griffin
Cricket, Joshua and Ethan Handler
Family Fund
Dona Hare-Price
Anne Harris & Mark Stengel
Kathy Hannemann in honor of my
daughters Erika and Jessica
Carol Hatley
Kristin Hazard
Elizabeth Helgerson
Andrea Herron
*Carolyn Herzog
*Shelly Higginbotham
Susan Hirsch
Angela Hollander in honor of my mother,
Estelle Romano Guarini
Christine Hoover
Kristin Hoover
Suzanne Parker Hons in memory of Mary
Louise Waters
Molly Cooney Hughes
*Emily Hurlbert
*Terri L. Ikeda
*Kristin L. Inman
Christina Y. Jacobson
Johnson Gallery & Framing Studio
Lori Johnston & Chris Castillo in honor of
Olivia Johnston & Barbara Castillo
Legacy Leader Supporters

Robert Jones, Esq.
Tom Jones in memory of Missie Hobson
Kaleidoscope Kids Preschool in memory of Kathrine Kirby
Karen Karner
Ermina Karim
L. Marjan Kelsey
*Carol A. Kiessig
Ruthe Kinnamon
Jamie Kirk in memory of Annette Mauer-Stemper
*Robin Kisinger
*Karen Kolba in memory of Mary Pruner
Deborah Kopack
*Bette Kulp
*Geri LaChance
Brooke Langle
Latina Leadership Network – Cuesta Community
*Lorlie Hull Leetham in honor of Jenna Rose Pennar
*Gabriele Z. Levine
Russ & Tina Levitan in honor of our daughters, Hannah and Lindsey
Katie Lichtig in memory of my awesome Mom, Marianna Lichtig
Nancy Loe in memory of Jean Gray
Kathy Longcier
Loose Leaves Book Club
Donna Lee Loper
*Bo & Edie Lycke in honor of Anneka Scranton
*Deborah Lyon
Lynn W. Lyon Foundation
Jeannie V. MacDougall in honor of Mary B. Vaughn
*Kathleen Maas
Christy Mack
Jeannie Malik in memory of Jeannette Hobart
Elna Malzhan in memory of her mother, Lois K. Asada
*Brenda McAdams
Steve McCarty & family
*Bonne McIvor
Leslie McKinley in memory of Ruth A. McKinley and in honor of Barbara George Anne McMahon
Heidi & Dick McPherson
*Karen Mead
Janice Mehring in memory of Margaret Mehring
Christina & Jonathan Mielziner
Lou & Dean Miller in honor of their daughters, Carrie and Amy Miller
*Sandy Mitchell in honor of my mothers Arlene, Deb, and Thoma in memory of Alice Pomeroy
Kate Morgans
*The Mountain Air
Laura Mullen
*Ann Colville Murphy
Kathy & Michael Murphy
*Anita Robinson Myracle in honor of Cipriana Pacheco
Parvin Nahvi
Betsey Nash & Marci Powers in honor of Lois Barber & Sweet Donita Ray
Lynda Nath
Holly Naylor and Jim Patterson
Susan Needlean
*Janna Nichols in memory of June Hinckley – Mother & Teacher
Debby Nicklas
Andrea Nield
Ruth Nimeh
Dennis & Christy Noble in honor of Emily Elizabeth Cadena
*Kandy & Philip Noel in memory of Signa Winter
*Susan & Garret Olson in honor of our mothers, Betty McCoy & Sandra Olson
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Otto Jr.
Beth Owen
PG&E’s Women’s Network Employee Resource Group
Pacific Gas & Electric in memory of Missie Pires Hobson
Joan & Larry Parker
Linda Persons in memory of Peggy Pendley
Carissa Phelps
*Susan K. Polk
Andi Portney
Legacy Leader Supporters

Janet Potter
Jeanne A. Potter in memory of my mother
Rossye Wiles
Dena R. Price in honor of Rita Caglierio “Noni”
*Janet Price in memory of Rita A. Blum
*Joan Pruett
*Esther & George Pudlo
Marguerite Pulley
Stephanie Purvis
Anne & Charles Quinn
*Barbara Radovich
Pamela Ralston & Christine Cummings
*Rawlings Family Fund
*Missy Reitner-Cameron
*Rosemary Remacle
*Melissa Bachman Richardson
*Catherine Riedstra in memory of Dolores Bradley & in honor of Helen Riedstra
*Shirley Ritter
Michelle Ritter-Taylor
Lisa Ritterbuck
Emily Robinson
*Susan Rodriguez
Christine Rogers
Gayle Rosenberger
*Roberta Rosenthal
Cynthia Runstrom
Rob and Laurie Rossi
Joanne Beaule Ruggles & Philip K. Ruggles
Liz Ruth
San Luis Trust Bank
*Joan Sargen
Sassy Jane Genealogy
*Mr. & Mrs. Jerome G. Schwoerer
Anneka M. Scranton, Ph.D in honor of the CAPSLO Staff
Beverley Sessa
Annie Shanks
Dyann Shepard
Adrienne & Jim Shivers
Anita Shower in memory of Manferd J. Shower
*Karen Sillas
*Maryellen & Michael Simkins
Amy Sinsheimer
*Carol & Warren Sinsheimer in memory of Marion Sinsheimer

Laurie Sinton in memory of Ruth Bryan
Megan A. Sinton
SLO International Film Festival
SLO Reading Sisters
Linda Somers Smith
Pat Soulliere-Ochylski in memory of Bernice C. Soulliere
Pat Soulliere-Ochylski in honor of Grace Jean Ochylski
Pat Soulliere-Ochylski in honor of Kimberly A. Ochylski
*Deb & John Spatafore
*Kim Spiller
Leann Standish
Teresa and Robert Stapleton
*Julia Starkey in honor of Sharon Armstrong
Susan Stenovec
*Erica A. Stewart
Jan & Gil Stork in honor of daughters, daughters-in-law & granddaughters
Annis Barajas Strebin in memory of Mariana Barajas Ochoa
Sioux Strebin & Annis Strebin in honor of Dilia, Yesica, Elizabeth and Yenifer Valenzuela
*Danna Stroud
*Mary Strowbridge
Katherine Albert Stulberg in honor of Caryl B. Albert and in memory of Mary Hansen
*Andrea Tackett
Rosemary & Don Talley in memory of Hazel Talley
Gail Tannehill in honor of her daughter Kimberly Dickson
Teresa Rothe Tardiff in memory of Roberta Rothe
Templeton Women in Business
Tenet Health Systems and Sierra Vista Regional Medical Center
*Darcie Thille in memory of Phil Coolbaugh
Diana Thomas
*Kathleen Thomson
Kathy Hoelle-Tompkins in memory of Pam Fleming & Pat Hoelle
Legacy Leader Supporters

*Ann Travers & Barbara Nordin
Cheryl and Benjamin Trosky
*Joan & Harold Tyndall in memory of Laurie G. Wallach & Howard F. Wallach
*Betsy Robertshaw Umhofer
United Way of San Luis Obispo County
Eva Verdin in memory of Dolores Verdin
Mary Verdin in memory of Susan B. Gamlin
Tricia Volk in honor of Blanche Tartaglione
*Debbie Wacker in memory of Alma Leffler
Lynn Walter
Andrea Wasko and Meaghan Gilbert
*Charlotte & Howard Weinberg in memory of Margaret Stickler
*Joan Wenglikowski
Meg & Hugh Williamson in honor of Lindsey & Hayley Williamson
Minke WinklerPrins
Cindy Wolcott in memory of my mother, Mary Ellen Kinter
Lissa Wolff
Janis K. Woolpert
Elaine K. Yin in memory of Sandra Yin
*Sharon G. Young
Roxanna Zarnegar in memory of Eshrat Nikfahm
Andrea Zeller in honor of my daughters Brenda & Amanda Zeller

Rob Rijnen
*Hannah Roberts
Emily Roberts-Parker
Allison Schiavo
*Whitney Szentesi
Courtney Taylor
*Libby Waterbury in memory of Susan & Helen Waterbury

Young 100 Legacy Leaders
Elise Beem in honor of DD Patrick
Kate Summer Boyd
Alyson Buttery
*Skye & Craig Christakos
*Sophie DePue
*Amanda Diefenderer
Annie Aguiniga Frew
*Lindsey Haring in honor of Allison LaVogue
Lindsey Harn
Erin Higginbotham
*Kerry Long
Morgen & Ashley Marshall
*Katy McGrath
*Megan Mitchell
Caitlin Parker
Michelle Patrick